
MSRP ex. VAT:

INFO

Approval:

Product code:

Product Name:

1.285,00 €

This is the first Akrapovič aftermarket exhaust born from the latest concepts first revealed at the 2019 EICMA motorcycle show. Created 
for better durability under all conditions, the new muffler is an evolution and future direction in exhaust design, heralding a new era in an 
ever-expanding market. The progression of the legendary hexagonal shape by Akrapovič, which revolutionized exhaust-system design in 
2005, sees the design adapting to modern trends and fresh ideas while following the legacy associated with this iconic muffler. The lines 
of the system fit perfectly within the bike’s profile and the muffler appears smaller to the eye – seemingly counter to strict type-approval 
rules because mufflers are becoming larger – fully demonstrating the progression in the design. The system is EC/ECE-type approved. A 
black-coated muffler with an engraved logo, a titanium outer sleeve, and carbon-fibre parts all add to the appeal. With power optimized 
for the machine, perfect workmanship, a high-quality finish, and more than 40% savings in weight, it is as much a piece of art as it is a 
performance part.&#65279; 
 
Catalytic converter is included within the system.

Kawasaki Z H2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-K10SO31-HGITBL

EC, ECE



TECHNICAL DATA

UNIT STOCK AKRAPOVIČ MAX GAIN

maximum power kW

HP (m)

HP (i)

maximum torque Nm

lb-ft

weight kg

lb

%

installation time min

Product code:
Product Name:

Approval:

132.9 / 10850 rpm 133.5 / 10800 rpm + 0.7 / 10650 rpm

180.7 / 10850 rpm 181.5 / 10800 rpm + 1.0 / 10650 rpm

178.3 / 10850 rpm 179.1 / 10800 rpm + 1.0 / 10650 rpm

126.5 / 7200 rpm 126.6 / 8950 rpm + 0.4 / 7200 rpm

93.3 / 9000 rpm 93.4 / 8950 rpm + 0.3 / 7200 rpm

7.7 4.5 - 3.2

16.9 9.9

45

- 7.0

- 41.3

Kawasaki Z H2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-K10SO31-HGITBL

EC, ECE
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Approval:

MANDATORY PRODUCTS

OPTIONAL PRODUCTS

Kawasaki Z H2

Slip-On Line (Titanium)

S-K10SO31-HGITBL

EC, ECE

No mandatory products.

Product name:

Product code:

MSRP ex. VAT:

Optional Header (SS)

E-K10R6

940,31 €


